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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

My view is that these are the same as for the entire NW cape peninsular, including the "west side" Ningaloo as well. The environmental values are

unquestionable. The area is unique on a world scale. The social values(ie people/human values) which inevitably include indigineous cultural values, are that this

is a place( a sense of place) where remoteness and wilderness can still be experienced in an intimate way where massive space confronts the senses. Any

urbanisation or even low scale development detracts from that.

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

Most of my activities over the years have been on the "other" west side. I have visitited some of the beaches and certainly the canyons. Probably just as important

is that my "engagement" has not being in going there, but simply knowing and valuing that its remoteness and untouched nature exists, providing imeasurable

value to the envirnmental and cultural values of the region

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.: 

A problem with much engagement on environmental issues in the area has been on a technical or scientific level eg impacts on natural habitats. Whilst this 

scientific approach is critical, there is a kind of blindness that does not acknowldge that there is a highly invasive species called "Sapiens" that threatens to 

overtake and destroy the value of the area. 

 

Much of the ecological environment may survive in some form despite increasing pressures. But to really assess pressures a very simple anology can be used by 

expressing in terms of human (Sapiens) population in that area, most notably Exmouth and Coral Bay. 

 

Currently the permanent population of Exmouth is around 2500 with it purportedly swelling to 20 000 this tourist season just passed. COVID closed international 

borders had a lot to do with probably twice, and a different demographic of visitors. Do these people impact the environment ? Probably not a great deal except 

that the activities of recreational shore fishers(the hopeful greys that seek to catch and take all fish that they could never do back home in the city) over the last 

decade have all but exhausted shore based catches. 

But now let us project increases in population. Could we imagine Exmouth, spurred on by State and Local government desire for growth and economy in the area, 

growing to say 250 000 say the size of tropical Townsville ? Of course not, most would say with horror. That would destroy the value of the area and trash 

wherever hordes of Sapiens trod on the environment. Ok lets scale back to say 50 000 - the size of Bunbury or Geraldton - being based at Exmouth and human 

impacts radiating from there all over the Cape. can we inagine a centre of that size on the Cape ? - and its impacts ? 

 

Deep(er) water ports, mid scale industrialisation, multi type tourism, could easily see population growth rates of 10% pa compound. A Geraldton or Bunbury there



in 2 decades is entirely poss ble . That which makes the sense of place extraordinary - the sense of remoteness and difficulty in getting there would be destroyed.

One could sit on a fairly empty beach 20km south of Exmouth town, but know there is a large regional centre just 10 minutes drive away. Environmental purity

lost. Plastic discarded, access restricted to control damage, vehicle carbon emissions through the roof due to visitors being confined to "in town" accomodation

and having to drive a 100km each day just to visit the so called remote areas. 

 

I'll be brutally honest and say also that there are different typees of tourists. Those that spend days getting to that part of WA and share its extraordianry values,

then the increasing masses, many from overseas once the borders come down, who fly in for 3 nights and know nothing of the value and diminsh even damage it

through their ignorance 

 

I know this survey is only about the Gulf side, but it cant be separated from the Ningaloo side. If Exmouth grows then both sides are impacted. Unabated tourism

growth pressures, by the current State government are saying "get out there and spend, spend, spend". If the international borders were open, the same would

apply. 

 

The biggest environment pressure is that of successive State governments that get all preoccupied with things like turtle nesting habits(which are extremely

important for sure) but fail to have a strategic plan for growth of human population in the area either permanent, transitional or temporary tourist. 

 

Right now the Shire of Exmouth for example is absolutely besotted with approving any kind of development - to do what Shires do - make their shire more

successful and notable. Simply put. Imagine Scarborough Beach sized crowds, complete with dozens of tour buses, turning up at some of the most sensitive of

places on either east or west side of Cape, trampling all over the environment, pulling whatever fish they can hook out of the ocean, crushing in shore coral reefs

and fish breeding seagrasses, boat fuel spills, rubbish left behind, disturbing or killing birds and reptiles. 

 

The sense of place, environment - gone. Just another Broome for the hordes of Sapiens. the damage perhaps not so visible - but the "knowing" that it has been

despoiled ruins the sense of place/environment.

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

Nil - private citizen

EXCEPT to say - the hundreds of thousands of casual visitors per annum to the area do not have a "sector" or "voice" in combination. There is no representative

body of the millions of people who have visited the area over the decades, for just a short period of time, or perhaps every year - and just want to know that it still

exists in its remote magnificence.

The State government of the day SHOULD represent the interests of these people and recognize that success(millions of people flocking to the area) will

ultimately destroy what they came to see.

Governments, and regulators such as the EPA, are often guilty of addressing issues (threats) in isolation through processes designed to arrive at decisions on

those isolated issues alone.

As one of those millions of people/visitors - the pressure that most affects me is the lack of an overall and honest vision for what the NW Cape will look l ke in all

the spheres of the elements which sustain it, once you turn off from Minilya and head north. Such a vision spelling out population scenarios 5, 10, 20 and 50

years into the future. My grandaugher wiil be just 52 years old in 50 years and I would like to think the Gulf is still doing what it has always done.

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label: 

In summary, unconstrained growth. State government having no vision for population levels there growing to regional hub levels over the next 2 decades. 

Uncordinated lack of vision. Head in the sand approach to increasing numbers of visitors and residents. 

 

State Tourism policy pushing growth for all its worth including support of developments like  over at Lighthouse. Economic growth being 

promoted by short term participants eg transient business owners in Exmouth(2 to 5 years and they're gone) 

 

COVID international travel cessation - has exposed many visitors to the area for the first time and will return visit. 

 

Caravan self contained technology revolution ie solar, BYO water, high comfort campers and caravans. Constrained on the west coast by DBCA, and Shire 

insisting that all caravan parks are within townsite, there will be pressure for camping to be allowed right next to beach on the Gulf side. 

 

Desalination will be inevitable in the short term, the current acquifers are at limit, giving rise to issues associated with brine disposal. And inevitable issues with 

sustainable and low carbon emission power sources for energy intensive desal. In this regard the entire Cape will need to be "powered" with population growth. If 

anywhere in WA was to be a model for renewable energy then it is the pristine NW cape. Diesel or gas powered power plants may do the job, but the value of the 

Gulf (and the Ningaloo) is diminished if there is hypocrisy in policy - ie pristine environmental values sitting alongside thousands of diesel guzzling 4x4s driving 

dozens or hundreds of kms each every day, diesel powered power plants, a thousand recreation fishers throwing a line into the gulf every day, three thousand 

tourists trampling all over the reefs, wildlife disturbed, road kill - 

 

No single pressure. But all in uncoordinated(market force driven) manner result with unabated population growth.



 

100 Sapiens footsteps does little damage to the environment 

1000 footsteps starts to damage 

10 000 footsteps really damages 

100 000 footsteps more so 

1 000 000 footsteps( 1000 people stepping 1 kilometre per day)(or driving or swimming or boating over it) over the landscape decimates the environment 

 

The last scenario laready exists. 

 

 

 

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

I only found out about this consultation by sheer chance logging in to the Exmouth Facebook site. My interest there has been the Tattarang Lighthouse

development, and the growing shortage of camping accomodation outside of the highly oversubscribed areas inside the Exmouth Townsite.

Many Western Australians may wish to provide input or comment - not just the usual suspects and lobby groups who closely follow such developments. I am not

aware of any attempts by the EPA to publish the existence(press release) of the consultation in mainstream media - eg West Australian newspaper.

There seemed to be a bit of a "stink" in the media about the Subsea 7 project back in August. And then now when the issues has sunk to the back of the media

memory, the outcome, a short period consutation, seems to not be being publicised.

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




